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Nowadays numerical simulation has a high play an important role in the design
process of non imaging illumination sources. The numerical simulation is in use for
different integration levels of light sources, where various numbers of design
parameters exist. A variation of all available parameters leads to high amount of
samples, tested in a real mockup.
In the aircraft industry each airline holds the possibility to order an individual cabin
interior. For every individual cabin there are technical and esthetical requirements to
the applied material surfaces and the installed light systems. In early concept phases
the illumination simulation is in use to review a high number of different illumination
and material concepts. These initial conditions include the opportunity to check a lot
of variants without the need to build up a mockup for any and every variant. These
reviews require a high level standard in predictions capability of the illumination
simulation software. Integra’s Specter is able to adduce this high standard.
The quality of predictions of a simulation is strongly determined by the applied input
data, such as information about the optical behaviour of material reflection,
transmission and light source behaviour. Also the strong connection of the calculation
algorithm and the input data to real physics determine the quality of prediction.
Illumination simulation differs from other visualisation approaches by using this real
physics approach. The real physics approach calculates the luminance, illuminance
and colour of the given input data. Under consideration of physical behaviour the
result can be comparable to a real measurement.
Besides the physical calculation there must be three elements available to obtain these
physical results. These include geometry, material reflection and transmission data
and light source behaviour description.
First, the geometry data is needed. 3D-CAD Data will be used to perform illumination
simulations. This CAD Data will be used to generate a calculation grid for the
luminance, illuminance and colour. In industrial surrounding there is the need to
connect CAE applications, like Specter, to the CAD world. The experience with
Specter shows that the geometry requirements for simulation are quite comparable to
other CAE applications like CFD. This means that Specter could easily fit in an
existing CAE surrounding. By using the standard CAD converters, the requirements
to CAD Data for simulation(s) are determined by the simulation approach and task.
Second, there must be information about martial reflection and transmission. For
rough calculations it could be adequate to estimate the reflective value. By using
literature references the simple material model of specular and diffuse reflection (and

also transmission) could be easily identified. For accurate calculation, on the other
hand, the material description must be measured. This implies the measurement of the
material data on a high sophisticated level. Experiences show that major optical
effects from the material with a high impact on the engineering result sometimes
occur from only 0,1% of the total reflection. For this detailed description the detailed
BDF measured is in use, which is also provided by Integra.
Third, there is the need to describe the light source, which must follow the real
physics. For this approach it exist different possibilities to generate a light source
model on different abstraction level.
For each of these three input data categories there are different levels of abstraction.
The selection of the abstraction level affects the prediction quality of the simulation
and must be done carefully. To calculate the interactions between surfaces, materials
and light sources for detailed models the light source model has to be generated,
which includes the light energy distribution on real geometrical behaviour, too.
Highest level of accuracy is archived by constructing the geometrical light,
distribution by using existing CAD parts of the light source. In certain cases, this
detailed information is not available for an OEM due to intellectual property rights of
the supplier. Then, the light source model must be abstracted. For this approach are
different levels of abstracted light source models available, e.g. Raysets, IES curves,
up to a simple light point.
Validation of the prediction quality
The prediction of the behaviour of an unknown system is an ambitious approach. For
this predictive approach a reliable calculation is required. To ensure the reliability of
the calculation results, a comparison of real existing measurements with calculation
results from the simulation is needed. This so called verification of simulation results
gives the reliability of the simulation result
interpretation. Furthermore, the verification
results also include the information about the
quality of the used input parameters and the
applied calculation method.
The method of verification shall be shown as an
example by the verification of the predictive
illumination simulation of the “EADS
Fig. 1 Mockup geometry and
Innovation Works” mockup. It represents a real
fluorescent lamps (yellow)
aircraft cabin. The mockup itself has a length of
4,2m and has the dimension of a real aircraft
cabin, too. The inner surface is also fabricated by real aircraft cabin materials.
By using the CAD geometry of the aircraft cabin mockup a simulation model has
been generated in Specter. The inner surfaces have been measured by Integra’s
measuring device in BDF quality. This mockup is equipped with standard florescent
lamps. Figure 1 shows the position of the lamps. To obtain accurate simulation
results, the lamps have been modelled by using CAD geometry and optical and
radiometric parameters of this lamp. The obtained simulation results can be compared
with measuring results, which have been measured in the real existing mockup. The

measurements have been performed with the spectralradiometer “Specbos 1201” and
the luminance camera “LMKmobile”.
Result of this comparison shows quite good coverage. To obtain the measurement
results, the method of GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement)
is applied to the measurements results.
The simulation results are also analyzed by the use of the GUM method as described
in [2].
For the comparison, two measuring devices have been used to measure the defined
point in the mockup. The measurements with the JETI Specbos 1201 give the
following illuminance:
Point_Panel_jeti:

36.026 +/- 0.01692 cd/m^2

k=2; coverage probability=95%
Fig.
2
shows
the
illuminance
measurement result of the real mockup in
colour fringe. This result is obtained with
the LMKmobile measurement device.
The picture shows the illuminance
distribution in a given viewpoint.
Comparing the same initial point, the
illuminance is:

Fig. 2 Real measurement result

Point_Panel_lmk:
35,7837 +/- 1,456 cd/m^2
k=2; coverage probability=95%
The outcome of real measurement results with the JETI device contains a very small
uncertainty, which reflects the measurement quality of the used measurement device.
Compared to this, the LMK device has a higher uncertainty. Under consideration of
the uncertainty of both measuring devices, both devices catch the same result for the
illuminance at the given point.
The illuminance in the given point has been analysed as well. The illuminance at the
given point in the simulation model is:
Point_Panel_Sim: 36.872 +/- 0.532 cd/m^2
k=2; coverage probability=95%
The illuminance result from the simulation covers the results of the measurement.
Also, the uncertainty of the simulation is conforming to the uncertainty of the

measurement with the LMK device. The
uncertainty in the simulation is affected by the
uncertainty of the input data and is described in
[2].
Fig. 3 shows the colour fringe picture of the
simulated illuminance. Based on visual
comparison, the coverage of the colour fringe
pictures (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) is also estimated
Fig. 3 Simulation result
as good. The differences in Fig. 3 to the real
measurement are caused in geometry
incorrectness of the simulation results. For example, Fig. 4 shows the geometry
inconsistencies, which leads to the difference in illuminance distribution in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 Left real geometry in mockup, right geometry in simulation model

Fig. 4 shows a good example for the uncertainty in simulation, too. The input
parameters mentioned above, as geometry, material and light source parameters,
affect the result of the simulation directly.
In Fig. 5, a rendered picture of Specter simulation results on the left and for
comparison a digital photo of the real mockup on the right is shown.

Fig. 5 Rendering from simulation model vs. digital photo from existing mock-up

For the estimation of the differences of the pictures being shown in Fig. 5, it must be
considered, that either pictures are generated from complete different sources of data.
The rendering of Specter simulation results is based on the calculated illuminance and
colour values. These values are interpreted by the use of tone mapping to the RGB

coordinates of the resulting pictures. The digital photo is also an RGB interpretation
of the digital camera. Even if the numerical results of simulation and measurement
have a small deviation, the presentation of the measured pictures must also occur
carefully.
Conclusion
To know the predictive quality of a simulation tool means, to know the uncertainty of
all input parameters. If the uncertainties of the used input parameters are minimised,
Spectre is a powerful tool for the prediction of unknown light systems on any level of
system development. For the visual analysis of realistic renderings, the picture
generation methods must be used carefully, as well as the uncertainty of different
picture generation algorithms must be considered.
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